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In this paper, synchronous multi-channel pulse width modulation (PWM)
generator for driving servo motors of humanoid robot was proposed. In an
application, the humanoid robot requires smooth and beautiful movement,
therefore the PWM signal for each servo motor must be synchronized. Since
microcontroller (slave) has no enough channels to generate synchronous
PWMs for 32 servo motors, field programmable gate array (FPGA) was used
as slave for the humanoid robot. The FPGA was controlled by microcontroller
(master) using serial communication. Simulation results show the system can
perform serial communication, synchronize, and convert data well.
The system can also generate PWM simultaneously with accurate duty cycle
and fix period of 20ms.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Humanoid robot and its controller have been developed rapidly for several purposes [1-5]. In some
particular event, the humanoid robot is designed for dance robot [6-9]. In order to design the dance robot,
a number of DC servo motors must be used [8]. In this case, synchronous and simultaneous PWM to control
the DC servo motors is required for the dance robot to move smoothly and beautifully. Microcontroller is
usually used to control the DC servo motors [10]. In the case of microcontroller STM32F407VG, the PWM
signal is generated with timer of general purpose input output (GPIO) which has only 4 channels [11].
Since the designed dance robot needs more than 30 DC servo motors, the STM32F407VG can not handle it.
field programmable gate array (FPGA) is a semiconductor device which after manufacture can be
programmed to perform a specific design of application. The FPGA is a system which typically specified in
digital logic [12, 13]. The FPGA has successfully applied to many applications especially in the fields of
industrial control, microelectronics, internet of things (IoT), and robotics [14-16]. More specifically,
the FPGA can support automated test equipment [17], Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) [18], design of stepper
motor movement [19], and speed control of induction motors [20]. The FPGA has capability to handle
parallel processing and can make higher data processing in real time [21-26]. The capability of parallel
processing is expected to make the FPGA as multi-channel PWM generator [27].
In this paper, the FPGA is designed as slave to generate synchronous and simultaneous multichannel PWM to control DC servo motors. The FPGA is controlled by microcontroller (master) using serial
communication. Furthermore, this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes method used in this
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research. Performance is presented by simulation result and its analysis which is stated in section 3. Finally,
section 4 concludes this research.

2.

RESEARCH METHOD
This research is based on an applicative problem. FPGA was chosen because of its high flexibility
and can be adjusted to the designer needs. In addition, the system inside the FPGA can be changed using
a program so that the modules designed can be developed for further research. Block diagram of DC servo
motors controller can be seen in Figure 1. As a master, the microcontroller can control the FPGA (slave) via
serial communication. Block diagram of the overall FPGA system is shown in Figure 2. It has 4 main blocks,
i.e. serial receiver, data holder, data synchronization, and PWM generator. Design of the FPGA system has
specifications as shown in Table 1. The detail main block (module) designs are described as follow.

Figure 1. Block diagram of DC servo
motors controller

Figure 2. Block diagram of FPGA system

Table 1. Specifications of the FPGA system
Specifications
PWM period
Duty cycle range
Data_angle
Data_ID servo motor
Minimum baud rate
Stop bit
Parity bit
Number of Output

20 ms
1 - 2 ms
8 bits
8 bits
38400
1
32

2.1. Serial receiver module
Serial receiver module is designed to receive serial data from microcontroller (master). The Serial
receiver is a modification of the universal asynchronous receiver transmitter (UART) by eliminating its
transmitter function. The transmitter function is not needed because the FPGA only accepts data from
the microcontroller. Baud rate used in the serial receiver is 57600, stop bit 1, and without parity bit.
The serial receiver module is designed in 3 blocks, i.e. FIFO buffer, baud generator, and receiver as shown in
Figure 3. The baud generator is used to generate pulse signal in accordance with determined baud rate.
The receiver is used to receive serial data from pin rs_232_rx and convert to parallel data.
2.2. Data holder module
Data holder module is designed to unite two 8 bits data into 16 bits data. The first 8 bits data is
the servo angle data and the second 8 bits data is the servo ID data. The 16 bits data is then sent to data
synchronizer. The data holder module can be seen in Figure 4.
2.3. Data synchronizer module
Data synchronizer is designed to process the 16 bits data received from the data holder. The 16 bit
data will be separated into servo angle data and servo ID. The angle data will be converted to 20 bit data then
sent to PWM generator. The data synchronizer also has role as a demultiplexer to send angle data to
the PWM generator with the appropriate ID. The update signal is sent to all PWM generators for
Int J Elec & Comp Eng, Vol. 11, No. 1, February 2021 : 249 - 256
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the simultaneous PWM signals. Module of data synchronizer is designed as shown in Figure 5. It consists of
data read, comparator, multiplier, adder, latency, and demultiplexer. The data read is used to receive and
distribute the data. The comparator is used to send update signal to all PWM generator if the received data is
the same as the saved one in comparator. Multiplier and adder are used to convert angle data to 20 bit data.
Latency module is useful for delaying data. While the demultiplexer is used to select which PWM generator
will receive the angle data.

Figure 3. Block diagram of serial receiver module

Figure 4. Module of data holder

Figure 5. Block diagram of data synchronizer module
FPGA based synchronous multi-channel PWM generator for humanoid robot (Adharul Muttaqin)
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2.4. PWM generator module
PWM generator module is shown in Figure 6. The PWM generator is used to generate PWM signal
based on the received angle data. Duty cycle is defined by using (1).
Angle Data

Duty Cycle = [

250

]+ 1

(1)

The 20-bit angle data received from the data synchronizer is converted to a PWM signal on the PWM
generator. The block diagram of the PWM generator module can be seen in Figure 7. The working principle
of PWM generator is to use counter. There are 2 registers, one is used to save duty cycle and the other one is
used save period. When the counter starts counting, the PWM signal will be high. Then, if the counter
reaches the same value as in duty cycle register, the PWM signal will be low. The counter will keep run until
the value is as same as in period register. When the counter value is the same as the period register value,
the counter will be reset and start counting again from the beginning. The period register value is fixed,
so that the generated PWM period remains. While the duty cycle value varies according to the data sent by
the data synchronizer. If the PWM generator module does not receive an update signal, then new angle data
will not be entered in the duty cycle register. The PWM generator module will produce the same PWM signal
continuously until it receives new data and an updated signal.

Figure 6. Module of PWM generator

Figure 7. Module of PWM generator

3.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this research, performance of the FPGA system are confirmed by simulations. The simulations
were conducted according to serial receiver, data holder, data synchronizer, PWM generator, and overall
FPGA system. The simulation results are as follow.
3.1. Serial receiver testing
In the serial receiver module, the internal module is set up with a baud rate of 38400 at 200 MHz
clock. Simulation result is shown in Figure 8. Testing for sending data on the first time frame is successful,
this is indicated by the change in the value of the data bus sys_r_data 00000000 to 11001000. Testing on
the second time frame is also succeeded in accordance with the change in value of 11001000 to 00000001
when the pulse signal is given to sys_rd_uart, which is indicated by circle A.
Int J Elec & Comp Eng, Vol. 11, No. 1, February 2021 : 249 - 256
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Figure 8. Simulation result of serial receiver module

3.2. Data holder testing
Simulation result of the data holder module can be seen in Figure 9. During simulation, the module
is observed when the state is idle, one_data, wait_data, and two_data. The simulation is done by providing
data input of 11001000 and 00000001 with 2 clock delay and providing an empty low signal so that the data
can be read. At the first time frame, the data holder module is in an idle state, that is waiting for an empty
signal with a low logic. At the second time frame, there is state one_data, marked by the input signal empty
low logic and the first 8 bits data is 11001000. The read signal will be logic high and the output changes from
0000000000000000 to 0000000011001000. Then the read signal becomes low again and the state moves to
the state wait_data as shown the third time frame. At the fourth time frame, there is state two_data, marked
by the input signal empty low logic and the second 8 bits data is 00000001. The read signal will be logic high
and the output changes from 0000000011001000 to 0000000111001000. Then the read signal becomes low
again, the logic signal is high and state back to be idle.

Figure 9. Simulation result of data holder module

3.3. Data synchronizer testing
The simulation results of the data synchronizer module can be seen in Figure 10, where
the simulation is done by receiving 16 bits data 0000000111001000 in the first time frame,
0000001011111010 in the second time frame and 0000010001111101 in the third time frame. The simulation
of data input and output are shown in decimal values to make it easier to check. The first 16 bits data is angle
data 11001000 in decimal 200 and ID data 00000001 in decimal 1. Second 16 bit data is angle data 11111010
in decimal 250 and ID data 00000010 in decimal 2. Data 16 third bit is angle data 01111101 in decimal 125
and ID data 00000100 in decimal 4. Testing for data in the first time frame was successful, this is indicated
by the change in the value of out_data to 360000 and out_wr_1 having high logic. Testing for data on
the second time frame was successful, this is indicated by changes in the value of out_data to 400000 and
out_wr_2 logic high. Testing for data on the third time frame was also successful, this is indicated by
the change in the value of out_data to 300000 and out_wr_4 with high logic. The angular data conversion
process is in accordance with the design, and the write output is also in accordance with the ID given.
FPGA based synchronous multi-channel PWM generator for humanoid robot (Adharul Muttaqin)
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Figure 10. Simulation result of data synchronizer

3.4. PWM generator testing
The simulation results of the PWM Generator module can be seen in Figure 11. In the simulation,
input provided is 360000, which is the result of conversion to 200 angular data. The output of the simulation
shows the PWM signal generated has a duty cycle of 1.8 ms and a period of 20 ms. In the simulation results
there is a delay of 95 ns before the PWM signal has high logic. The results of testing PWM generator
modules with the lowest to highest angle data can be seen in Table 2. It can be seen that the error of each data
angle is 0%. Duty cycle theory is the result of calculations using (1) in the design of PWM generators. While
the duty cycle results are the results of testing using simulations. Tests on this simulations used ideal
conditions, so that there was no errors generated.

Figure 11. Simulation result of PWM generator

Table 2. Simulation results of PWM generator
Angle data
0
25
50
75
100
125
150
175
200
225
250

Duty Cycle (theory)
1 ms
1.1 ms
1.2 ms
1.3 ms
1.4 ms
1.5 ms
1.6 ms
1.7 ms
1.8 ms
1.9 ms
2 ms

Duty Cycle (result)
1 ms
1.1 ms
1.2 ms
1.3 ms
1.4 ms
1.5 ms
1.6 ms
1.7 ms
1.8 ms
1.9 ms
2 ms

Int J Elec & Comp Eng, Vol. 11, No. 1, February 2021 : 249 - 256

Error
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
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3.5. FPGA system testing
In PWM hardware systems, testing with three different baud rates is 38400, 57600, and 76800 at
200 MHz clock. The simulation results of each baud rate can be seen in Appendix 20. At 3800 baud rate
the serial data packet can be received within 20.1 ms. The time generated by the 38400 baud rate does not
meet the requirements because it is slower than the period in the specification, as a result the data update is
too late. At the 76800 baud rate, serial data packets can be received in 7.4 ms. At the 76800 baud rate
the duty cycle generated does not match the data sent. This is because the data sent is too fast and the system
is not fast enough to receive data. Whereas at 57600 baud rate serial data packages can be received within
14.15 ms. At a baud rate of 57600 duty cycles are generated according to the sent data.
The results of the PWM hardware system simulation can be seen in Figure 12. At the first time
frame a 1 ms duty cycle data packet is sent to all PWM generators. Then in the second time frame the duty
cycle data packets are sent 2 ms, 1.8 ms, 1.6 ms, 1.4 ms 1.2 ms and 1 ms repeatedly for all PWM generators.
On the third time frame, a 1.5 ms duty cycle data packet is sent to all PWM generators.
Circle A in Figure 12 shows that PWM signals can rise simultaneously with the same duty cycle of
1 ms. Then in circle B , PWM signals rise simultaneously with a duty cycle of 2 ms, 1.8 ms, 1.6 ms, 1.4 ms
1.2 ms and 1 ms repeatedly until the last PWM generator. In circle C, PWM signals can rise simultaneously
with the same duty cycle of 1.5 ms. The system test was successful because the duty cycle of the generated
PWM signal was in accordance with the data sent, and the period of the generated PWM signal was 20 ms.

1

2

A

3

B

C

Figure 12. Simulation result of overall system

4.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, synchronous multi-channel PWM generator using FPGA for driving servo motors of
humanoid robot has been reported. The designed digital system has best perfomance at the baud rate of
57600. The digital system successfully received serial data and generate PWM signals simultaneously with
accurate duty cycles and have a fixed period of 20 ms. Since the multi-channel PWM has been generated
succesfully, in the future, actual implementation on 32 servo motors will be evaluated.
FPGA based synchronous multi-channel PWM generator for humanoid robot (Adharul Muttaqin)
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